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• Computational approaches for producing computer animation. 

• Computer graphics programmers who want to learn the basics of 
computer animation programming. 

• NOT focusing on:

– Production issues in the actual commercial exercise of 
producing a finished piece of animation. 

– Technical details of computer-assisted animation which 
primarily deals with multiple 2D planes.

About the Course:
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1. Full 3D computer animation + useful 
algorithms and techniques to move objects in 
interesting ways. 

2. Overview of the theory of animation or 
animation production issues 

3. General techniques and algorithmic 
approaches used in computer-generated 
animation. 

Our Focus:
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UGrads:
Midterm 15%
Project Assignments 60%
Final Exam 25%

Grads:
Midterm 15%
Project Assignments 70%
Final Exam 15%

Essential Information:
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Assignment One 5% Maya
Assignment Two 10% Gravity Animation
Assignment Three 10% MEL

Project: ugrad: 35%    grad: 45%

Assignments
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• 'animate' == 'to give life to'.

• Moving something, which can't move itself. 

• Adds to graphics the dimension of time which vastly 
increases the amount of information which can be 
transmitted. 

• The animator has to be able to specify, either directly or 
indirectly, how the 'thing' is to move through time and 
space. 

What is Animation?
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Disney did not invent animation:

Tehran (CHN) -- An animated piece on an earthen goblet that was made 
5000 years ago was found in the Burnt City in Sistan-Baluchistan
province,  southeastern Iran. The artist has portrayed a goat that jumps 
toward a tree and eats its leaves. On this goblet, with a diameter of 8 
cm and height of 10 cm, the images show movement.

First Animation
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• Design challenge: 
– expressive enough 
– powerful or automatic enough

• NO single right tool for every:
– animator, 
– animation, 
– scene in a single animation. 

• Appropriateness:
– depends on the effect desired by the animator. 
– An artistic piece of animation à require different tools

About Animation Tools:
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• Computer-Assisted Animation
Computer-Generated Animation

• Computer-Assisted Animation:

– 2D and 2 1/2 dimensional systems that computerize 
the traditional hand-drawn animation process.

– Algorithmic uses:
• Interpolation between key shapes
• Inking
• virtual camera stand
• shuffling paper
• managing data

Animation Categories:
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• Motion specification:

– low level techniques (techniques that aid the 
animator in precisely specifying motion)

– high level techniques (techniques used to 
describe general motion behavior)

Computer-Generated Animation (our focus)
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Topics

Topics

1. Introduction
2. Orientation and Rotation
3. Interpolation and Key-Framing
4. Deforming and Morphing
5. Camera and Path Control
6. Kinematics
7. Rigid Body Simulation
8. Flexible Objects
9. Groups of Objects
10. Natural Phenomena
11. Motion Synthesis
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• The animator usually has a fairly specific idea of the 
exact motion that he or she wants. 

• Shape interpolation algorithms 
(in-betweening): 
– fill in the details of the motion once enough 

information about the motion has been specified by 
the animator. 

Motion specification à Low level techniques
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• Algorithms or models used to generate a motion using a set of rules 
or constraints. 

• The animator sets up the rules of the model, or chooses an 
appropriate algorithm, and selects initial values or boundary values.

• The motion of the objects is controlled by the algorithm or model. 

• Fairly sophisticated computation, such as physically based motion 
control. 

• Appendices à background information on various mathematical areas 
related to animation, such as vector algebra and numerical 
techniques. 

Motion specification à High level techniques
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• Primarily for pedagogical purposes. 

• In practice àcategories are the extremes which 
characterize a continuum of approaches. 

• Any technique requires a certain amount of effort 
from the animator and a certain amount of effort 
from the computer. 

• One of the things which distinguishes animation 
techniques is whether its the animator or the 
computer which bears most of the burden.

About Low- and High-Level Distinction: 
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• Motion specification aids are those techniques 
which seem to require more input from the user 
and fairly straightforward computation. 

• Model-based approaches, on the other hand, 
require less from the animator and more 
computation.

About Low- and High-Level Distinction: 
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• Look at the level of abstraction at which the animator is working. 

• Very low level 
à color in every pixel individually in every frame. 

• Very high level 
à tell a computer to 'make a movie about a bug'

• Challenge:

Designing the tools so that animators are allowed to work at high 
levels of abstraction when desired, while providing them the ability 
to work at low levels when needed. 

Other characterizations: 
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Possible Projects: 

•HMS Victory
•Calgary Naval Museum feature animation 200th Anniversary of the Battle 
of Trafalgar in 2005.
•Interesting Problems:

•Sails – cloth animation
•Water – ocean, waves, bow wave, stern wake (also rendering coop).
•Rigging - Ropes
•Smoke (from guns)
•Battle scene? Collision detection.


